GEOG 151 Urban Geography Assignment Sp06
TASK: This assignment is intended to be handled in an extremely concise but wellwritten fashion. It focuses upon demonstrating that you are making the connection
between three concepts and how those concepts are expressed on the cultural
landscape. It is based upon the notion that the city as an urban settlement form is
characterized as having three key functions throughout time: political, economic, and
social welfare. During different periods of historical geography, each of these primary
functions has been expressed in various ways as we have discussed in class. Select a
modern city of your choice; it could be your hometown or the town in which your
campus is located or somewhere else. Your graded task is to provide an appropriate
example for each key function and to explain how that particular example is reflected
physically in the cultural landscape of that city. Your response is to be transmitted
electronically within the body of an e-mail message to be sent to your instructor. The
format of the response is to include as headers your name, the name of your institution,
and each of the concepts (political, economic, and social welfare) with the appropriate
examples. It is anticipated that you can complete this task successfully in less than the
equivalent of one page of hard copy. The deadline for this activity is Wednesday, April
19, 2006.
RUBRIC: The 25 points for this assignment are divided as follows. Five points for
transmitting the document successfully. Three points are for each of the concepts having
an example and three points are for each example being explained. The breakdown on
the three points for each of the concepts having an example is the full set of points for
clearly identifying and locating what is the example and one point for a poorly identified
or located example; zero points are marked if there is no specific example (notice it is
either three points or one point or a zero). The breakdown on the three points for the
explanation of each example relative to the concept is the full set of points for a wellwritten and insightful set of statements and one point for any answer that is less than
well-written and insightful; zero points are marked if there is no explanation at all (again,
note that the range is three, one, and zero for points). The remaining two points are
distributed such that two points are for a set of answers which are devoid of mechanical
errors in terms of spelling, punctuation, and grammar but no points for entries which
are marred by misspelled words, incorrect punctuation, and bad grammar.
NOTE: YOU MAY CHOOSE TO DO THIS ASSIGNMENT OR THE POLITICAL
GEOGRAPHY ASSIGNMENT. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO DO BOTH ASSIGNMENTS.
IF YOU DO BOTH ASSIGNMENTS, THE ASSIGNMENT WHICH HAS THE LOWER
OF THE TWO SCORES WILL BE USED AS BONUS POINTS.

